ABOUT ME:

- MPhil Machine Learning and Machine Intelligence Student
- Passionate about inclusivity and opportunity for all
- Strong advocate for students, proven by shaping better academic schedules and securing extra funds for clubs as the Vice President of my undergraduate College's Student Council
- 4 years’ experience in the tech industry where I learnt the power of teamwork and diverse perspectives.
- My goal in the Student Union is to actively listen to your input and work towards improving our collective experiences.

MY TOP PRIORITIES AS OFFICER:

1. Empowerment through Finance:
   - Inflation-aligned Bursaries: Proposing increased bursary support to meet the rising cost of living.
   - Enhanced PhD Stipends and Supervision Compensation: Advocating for fair stipend increments and supervision compensation valuing the hard work of our doctoral candidates.

2. Engagement in Decision Making:
   - Deferred Admit Support: Introducing policies to defer PG offers that are dropped due to funding, ensuring future scholars don’t lose opportunities.
   - Improved Funding Visibility and Support: Boosting the awareness and accessibility of financial schemes, and improved support for self-funded and international students.

3. Enhanced Cambridge Experience:
   - Unified Information Channel: Streamlining communication to keep you well-informed of Cambridge happenings for easier decision-making, reducing the hustle of finding information.
   - Improved Participation: Crafting initiatives to nurture inclusivity and connection among all students, ensuring no one feels isolated
   - Streamlined SU Access: Creating dedicated channels for efficient and effective Student Union engagement.

4. Advancing Our Learning Environment:
   - Remote Access Options and enhanced supervision: Guaranteeing flexible learning methods for all, ensuring education remains uninterrupted and accessible. Improving the office hours/supervision support.

Empower, Engage, Enhance: “Your Voice, Our Cambridge”

Let’s make it happen. Vote for Neela – Have your say and I will give my best!